
AN ANALYSIS OF CISCO SYSTEMS IN US ROUTER MARKET

This is shown by a market analysis conducted by Smart Profile, a specialist in In Cisco's penetration rate in routers,
switches, HW firewalls, and WiFi.

The Internet Protocol IP became widely adopted in the mid-to-late s. Juniper has been a bit of a soft target for
a while, and it's now getting back to where it use to be, regathering some of its old glory. Cisco's U. As North
America is the biggest region, accounting for 36 percent of worldwide revenues, solution providers say
Sunnyvale, Calif. What is driving this market? On July 11, , Bosack and Lougheed were forced to resign from
Stanford and the university contemplated filing criminal complaints against Cisco and its founders for the theft
of its software, hardware designs, and other intellectual properties. It's now a sterner challenge for Cisco. This
philosophy dominated the company's product lines throughout the s. The company was quick to capture the
emerging service provider environment, entering the SP market with product lines such as Cisco and Cisco 
The new routers, software and developer tools for cloud-scale networking enable service providers and Web
companies to deliver cloud applications with greater agility, automation and simplicity, according to Cisco.
For the third quarter of , Juniper's U. Cisco used this money it was able to bring back at a lower tax rate to
fund share buybacks and acquisitions. Ethernet access-aggregation devices captured 17 percent of the sales for
the quarter. Core routers accounted for 21 percent of all third-quarter revenues, while edge routers took 62
percent of overall sales. In the early s students and staff at Stanford; including Bosack, used technology on the
campus to link all of the school's computer systems to talk to one another, creating a box that functioned as a
multiprotocol router called the "Blue Box". About Us: Report Hive Research delivers strategic market
research reports, statistical survey, industry analysis and forecast data on products and services, markets and
companies. The logo is intended to depict the two towers of the Golden Gate Bridge. What are the key market
trends? Lerner partnered with her husband, Leonard Bosack , who was in charge of the Stanford University
computer science department's computers. Miller said service providers are selecting Juniper to increase their
density and Gigabits Ethernet GbE needs in their chassis. Our clientele ranges mix of global business leaders,
government organizations, SME's, Individual and Start-ups, top management consulting firms, universities etc.
Arnold Schwarzenegger at Cisco,  The deal came as part of Cisco's gradual exit from the consumer market,
and as part of an effort by Cisco's new leadership to focus on cloud-based products in enterprise segments.
Key questions answered in this report What will the market size be in and what will the growth rate be?
You've got to come to the conclusion that Juniper is bouncing back pretty strongly. It's fully populated -- that's
the biggest challenge they have," he said. Cisco indicated that it would still collaborate with Technicolor on
video products.


